
CHRISTMAS MANTELS
Question: I’m having a hard time coming up with something 
original for my fireplace mantel for Christmas.  Any ideas?

Answer: Do I ever!  The problem is where to stop.  I’ll begin 
a list below and you can pick and choose from it to create a 
look that is unique for you year after year.
 Combining a DIY (Do It Yourself!) garland with easy 
photo displays inside a glass votive make the mantel magical. 
Simply string your favorite ornaments onto a length of ribbon. 
Use mono-filament to tie them in place.  To make a pretty 
photo display, fill a clear canister with a variety of ornaments 
that coordinate with the garland. Tuck a black-and-white 
photo between the ornaments and the glass. Hang a nice 
wreath in the centre of the wall above the mantel.
 A bells-of-Ireland swag can replace the usual ever-
green.  White pottery holdi festive red and green ornaments, 
while three vibrant red carnation wreaths hang on the wall 
above to add the finishing touch. 
 A mirror placed atop the mantel reflects the glow of 
candles in a grouping of hurricane glassware.  Three glass 
ornaments can dangle from the center of a swag hanging at 
the top centre of the mirror, plumped up with Bells of Ireland. 
 Group gold star tree toppers to make your mantel 
shine.  If the stars have a tendency to tip, use pea-size balls 
of clear candleholder was to hold them upright.
 Let the snow outside be the inspiration for a mantel 
awash in whites, all decked out with star-studded mini trees 
and boughs of faux-snow-covered greener, the arrangement 
is completed by adding a pair of white ice skates hanging 
down from the mantel!
 Make your mantel a focal point by loading it with 
charming accents.  Cover the mantel with pine garland 
topped with hurricanes filled with cranberries, ornaments, or 
candles – or any combination of those elements.  For added 
dimension, hang glitter papier-mache starts (available at craft 
stores) from the ceiling. 
 Small trees -- living, cut, or artificial --make lovely 
mantel decorations.  Place them in pretty pots or baskets 
lined with plastic.  Decorate as desired or leave unadorned 
for a simple yet elegant look.

Email your interior decorating inquiry to:
                   renee@jenningsfurniture.com
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